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THERMAL PROPKRTIF.S AND M I CROSTRt'CT I'RF. OY   A BoSDF.n 
SILICON CARBIDK RLFRACTORY 
F. r 1 c    .7 . Mlnford 
The effects of high icapcrsturc service In a line 
retort on the thermal properties nnci aicromructuro of n 
.silicon carbide refractory body were determined.  Stapled 
in the 'an-received' condition as well nn    nnnploB taken 
from bricks after three years of continuous service were 
examined.  Thermal dlffusivlty of the samples was nennured 
by the 1 a aer-f1 a ah technique.  The ' an-rece 1 ved ' nnnplcn 
exhibited values of thermal dlffusivlty 20 to 30 percent 
lower across a broad temperature range than the sampler, 
which were in service.  The linear thermal expansion was 
measured on an automatic dilatoneter.  The coefficient 
of thermal expansion of the ' as- r e c e 1 v cil' samples was 
measured to be 1 r> to 20 percent higher t h a n t h e s a m p 1 e s 
which had been in service.  X-ray diffraction analysin 
showed the bonding matrix of the * as-received ' samples to 
be multi-phase, composed of a-and tf-Si->N^ an(j Si, N?0. 
The diffraction analysis of the three year service samples 
showed their matrix to be composed primarily of SiiNiO 
with some a-and t* - S i -j N ^ present.  Scanning electron mic- 
roscopy was used to examine fracture surfaces of the 
samples.   The bonding matrix of the ' a s-r ec e 1 ved' samples 
appeared to have grains of two distinct morphologies; the 
three year service samples exhibited grains of only one 
of  t he s e forms .   O p t i ( .1 1  ni 1 c r u s r o p y .■ a»! ^ r a i r. •■ i r e .1 1 n - 
trllnit Inn ,i:-. .i ! •. ■ ■. ' :: show tin- '.Jllr>>n c a r b i d <• grains t . ■ '< 
vury 'itiiblc.   Tin- .ivcr.iRi' urnin s 1 r «• if  the sar.ple (r»r 
Llx" Inside face of the retort wall was sllghtl.  higher 
than that of  the  'a.i-rocclvcd'  sample.   The average ^r.ili: 
:; 1 .- <• of tin- (iiitiiidc face sample was lower than that o ! 
the  ' as - r er e 1 veil '  sample.   The three year service :, anpl es 
appear to be much lean porous than the 'a a-roceived ' 
a amp] e;» . 
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ABSTRACT 
The effects of h i g h tenpernture norvlco In .1 7. 1 n c 
retort on the thcrn.il properties and n 1 r r o B t r 11 r t vi r e of .1 
silicon carbide refractory body were determined.   Snaph'i 
In the ' a s - r e c c 1 v e d ' condition an well as •» .1 m p 1 e s taken 
from bricks after three yearn of continuous service were 
examined.   Thermal diffuslvity of the sampler) wart ae .inured 
by the 1 a s e r - f 1 a r, h technique.   The ' a s - r e c e 1 v e d '  nanplen 
exhibited value.-; of thermal dlffuslvlty 20 to 30 percent 
lower across a broad temperature r a n g e than the snnplcn 
which were in service.  The linear thermal expansion wan 
measured on an automatic dilatometer.  The coefficient 
of thermal expansion of the 'as-rece 1 ved' samples was 
measured to be 15 to 2 0 percent higher than the samples 
which had been in service.  X-ray diffraction analysis 
showed the bonding matrix of the 'as-rece1ved' samples to 
be mul ti-phase, composed of a-and B-Sl-jN^ and S^N^0- 
The diffraction analysis of the three year service samples 
showed their matrix to be composed primarily of 5 12^2^ 
with some a - a n d t'i - S 1 3 N 4 present.  Scanning electron alx- 
roscopy was used to examine fracture surfaces of the 
samples.  The bonding matrix of the 'as-received' samples 
appeared to have grains of two distinct morphologies; the 
three year service samples exhibited grains of only one 
of these forms.  Optical microscopy and grain size 
dintrlbutton nnalynls show t h c silicon c.uhljc ^r.ilni to 
'  bo very stable.   The avi'r.igo grain s 1 .-- e of the sample 
from the inn iii i- ! ,n <• o!  the retort wall was s 1 1 ►; h t 1 v high- 
er than that ot    the ' a s - r ee e 1 ve J '  sanple.   The average 
grain size ot  the outside face sample was  lower  than that 
of the ' a s - r e c e 1 v e d ' sample.  The three year service 
sample.'! appear to be much lenn porous than the ' a <i - 
r e. c e 1 v eii '  i; .imp ] e s . 
Introduction and Statement of the Problem 
Silicon cnrbidi' han been manufactured for over 8 *> 
years.   Initially it;; p r i ra a r y u N C I. were i n g •■ n cull i n g 
and abrasive app] lent ionn; li owe v <• r , soon a f t c I :i i :i e - 
teen hundred, the refractory p r o p e r t 1 «• •< of silicon 
carbide became Important.   Since then the applications 
of fill icon carbide refractories have steadily increan- 
ed.   Uses of silicon carbide refractory shapes include 
kiln furniture, retorts, and condensers In 7. inc refin- 
ing' . furnace muffles, gas scrubbers, r e c u p er a t o r s , 
reheating furnace skid rails, s 1 a R - 1 1 n e s of co.il- 
fired boilers, blast furnace downcomer elbows, dust 
collectors, coke lihute lines, blast furnace wear plate, 
blast furnace splash-plnte, troughs, run n e r s , cinder 
notches, and open-li earth roofs in the steel industry*-, 
and linings for aluminum reduction cells .  Other 
special applications include use as rocket nozzles, 
turbine blades, brazing Jigs, and many others. 
In 192 9 the New Jersey Zinc Company began using a 
vertical retort process for the distillation of zinc 
vapor from oxide ores ,  The feasibility of this pro- 
cess was dependent on the excellent thermal conduct- 
ivity, good hot strength, and resistance to attack by 
zinc liquid and vapor of silicon carbide refractory 
shapes.  These vertical retorts are operated con tin- 
uously at temper nturcn In the rnnRe of 1300 to 1600K 
for several years. 
The purpose of this study was to determine the 
effect of high temperature service in a zinc retort on 
the thermal properties and raicrontructure of .1 nl 1 icon 
carbide refractory body.   'As-received' s a ra p 1 e B and 
samples taken from brick H after three years of service 
have been examined.  The thermal properties of interest, 
thermal diffuslvlty and thermal expansion were measured 
as a function of temperature up to the service temper- 
ature range.  The micro structure was characterized by 
optical and scanning electron microscopy.  Phase iden- 
tification  was made by x-ray powder diffraction analy- 
s 1 s . 
II. Literature Review 
Silicon Carbide History and Processing 
For many years silicon carbide has been used for 
abrnnives, refractories, and heat inn elements be- 
cause of its unique properties prominent for these 
applications, including high hardness, excellent ther- 
mal stability and good high temperature electrical 
conductivity.  T h e silicon carbide generally used is 
a combination of several of the alpha and the beta 
cryutallographic forma.  The beta phase has a cubic 
sphalerite structure, while the alpha polytypcs, of 
which t lie re have been 70 identified, have hexagonal 
layer structures characterized by different stacking 
sequences of a 'wurtzite-like' structure'.  Beta 
silicon car bid i- is the low temperature form, stable 
to approximately 2400K, where it transforms to one of 
the alpha form .•;. 
Commercially, silicon carbide is usually manufact- 
ured by packing silica and carbon around a graphite 
resistor and heating to cause the reaction: 
SI02+3C *SiC+2C0 
Other methods for producing silicon carbide include 
substitution silicon for silica to avoid the need for 
additional carbon, use of a 'hot wire1 process to re- 
duce volatile silicon ha 1 ides in hydrogen, adding 
carbon to n BO It en hlKti-sl 1 Icon alloy, and react In K 
no 1 t en or v.iporl'i'd silicon w1 t li rarbon.  !' ■. i ng t h< 
rt'.uii'd silicon c a r 1) 1 il o Rr.iln, ri'f rnrtory hodv pro- 
duction befjan with the use of bonding n g e n t -i .  The 
first bonding ranter In 1 for si 1 icon carbide refract 
1 e ;i was .1 mixture of minerals and clnyn which for nod 
silicates during firing.   These wares hnvc be cose 
widely accepted for good strength, oxidation resist- 
ance, heat conduction, and ability to withstand wear 
and corroalon.  As would be expected, the refractories 
are s e v e r 1 y limited by the softening of the ai1 1c a t e 
bond« in the range of 1750-185OK. 
According to Butler', the first major breakthrough 
In silicon carbide refractory technology occurred with 
the utilization of silicon nitride instead of silicates 
as a bond phase.  The silicon nitride, which can be 
formed ' in-situ' , Is much more refractory than silicate 
bonds.   It does not melt up to Its dissociation point 
of 22O0K; thus It would be expected to, and in fact 
does, retain useful strength to ranch higher tempor- 
atures than silicate bonds. 
Wash burn and Love-* have reported properties of 
a silicon carbide refractory with a complex nitride 
bond.  The bond phase is a combination of various 
nitrides of silicon with the major nitride present 
being silicon oxynitride.  They report that the 
rncchanic.il breakdown character Ut len of the nitride 
and oxynitride are different.  The nitride-bonded pro- 
duct roslnts n high Initial impact on crushlnR, but 
once broken.  It crushes easily.   The product with an 
o x y n 1 t r i d e bond, however, has a lower impact resist- 
ance, but in crushing further, it In more difficult 
to break down than the nil icon nitride-bonded material. 
Guzman, et a 1 (> , in a comparative study of nitride and 
oxynltride-bonded bodies, found the properties quite 
comparable with the nitride-bonded body slightly 
better In high temperature deformation behavior. 
Washburn  compared the oxidation resistance of 
silicon oxynitrlde and silicon nitride at several 
temperatures in air.  He found that although both 
materials showed about the same weight gain, there 
was considerably more change in the chemistry of the 
silicon nitride specimen, reflected primarily in the 
formation of oxynitrlde and silica.  Zabruskova, et 
al  examined the high temperature stability of silicon 
oxynitrlde.  They report that silicon oxynitrlde Is 
stable up to 160OK In an inert atmosphere, and that 
above this temperature it is volatilized, especially 
at temperatures above 1825K.   In oxidizing atmospheres 
they found its ntability is determined by the nature 
and degree of reaction between the silicon oxynitrlde 
and the components of the gaseous atmosphere, and the 
nnturc of any rcnult ing new conpoundn.  They a 1 H o re- 
port that silicon ox y nitride reacts vigorously in the 
gaseous ntnosphf re cr on ted by a r. i 1 icon c.irbidr furnace 
at 2 0 50K and above resulting in the formation of crlsto- 
ba lite and silicon nitride. 
Kappmeyer, Hubble, and Powers' tested many avail- 
able bonded silicon carbide refractories with respect 
to those properties most desirable In steel plant en- 
vironments.  They found that, on the average, the 
nitride - and oxynltrlde - bonded bodies had higher 
hot strengths and better abrasion resistance, al- 
though there were some oxide-bonded bodies with equiv- 
alent properties.  In slag tests the nitride - and ox- 
ynltrlde - bonded silicon carbide refractories were 
s uperlor. 
The next major advance in silicon carbide pro- 
cessing occurred in the form of direct or self-bonding. 
The oldest method of self-bonding, recrystalllzation 
at high temperatures, is discussed by Blllington, et 
a 1 ' .  Pellets and test bars of alpha silicon carbide 
were pressed at 70 HPa and then fired in nitrogen at 
between 2200 and 3000K.  Densities of about 2.6 g/cn>3, 
near 805; theoretical, resulted with little or no 
shrinkage observed at firing temperatures below 2800K. 
Those observations led to the conclusion that the sin- 
tering of silicon carbide proceeds by either surface 
diffusion or vapor phase trnnnpori . 
Hot prcssint; with .nidi t lvi-s is discussed by A! 1 li'Krn, 
et a 1 '  , who dlsccvori'd th.it densities greater th.ui 
3.0 jj/cn' can be Achieved bv hot pressing eltlier thr 
beta or alplia forms with the addition of 1". by weight 
of aluninun and iron.  Pr en mi res as low as U 0 MP.i with 
temperatures around 2300K can be used.   Other elements 
have been examined as potential hot pressing aides, 
but Alliegro observed that iron and aluninun cause 
the greatest denslflcatIon,  i.e.  to greater than 9 8 X 
of theoretical density.  These dense silicon carbides 
are found to exhibit excellent hot strength;!, approach- 
ing 700 MPa at 1800K. 
Thermal Dlffusivity 
Thermal dlffusivity is the property of a material 
which d i't ermines the transient heat flow through the 
material and is expressed in n'/ser.  The thermal 
dlffusivity ( ,i)  is related to the thermal conductivity 
(k'» density ( (i) , and heat capacity (Cp) by the equation 
(1) 
The flash method of measuring the thermal dlffusiv- 
ity was first introduced by Parker, et al" In 1961. 
This method involves introducing a short pulse of 
radiant energy onto the front face of a thin, dl sc- 
s h aped s a H pie with parallel faces and t ti e n recording 
k_ 
Cp". P 
the temperature transient of the rc.u fner .   Fros th I i 
record, the the real dlffunlvlty cm be calculated. 
Parker, et al,  showed that the temperature rise >> f the 
back face of the .sample In described by the rquat Ion: 
n 
V-l + 2 :: (-1) exp(-n2j) ,       (. ) 
a-1 
where V-T/Tmax IK a reduced temperature,  ■ ■is*l/I.' i 
a
 - thermal dlffunlvlty, t - time, and I. - thlckncBr. 
of the na m p1e.   Parker arbitrarily chose to u n e the 
point where V - 0.5 to calculate u .  When V - 0.5, 
then u - 1.38, and the thermal dlffunlvlty In Riven 
by: 
u-1.3 8L2/n.t^, <j) 
where tu » time to reach one-ha If the max 1mum temper- 
ature rise of the rear surface of the sample. 
The key to the success of uiiinn this simple tech- 
nique for determining the thermal d1 f f u s 1 v 1 t y from t h e 
thermal history of the rear face of the sample lies 
In fulfilling the assumptions applied to the solution 
of the heat flow equation.  The assumptions which are 
most difficult to realize are as follows: 
(i) The duration of the energy p u1s e must be very 
short compared to the thermal diffusion tine; 
(ii) Heat losses from the sample must be negligible: 
a nd 
(lii)    Heat     fli.w   must    be    one-d lmen s 1 o na 1 . 
The first assumption is easily violated, but Taylor 
10 
and Cape' ^ report that equation (3) Is accurate to 
better than IX    for r/tc-0.02 where T in the pulse width 
and tc-L*"/^""-a.  The thlckneas of saaplcn can general- 
ly be adjunted no that thin Inequality la satisfied. 
Asnunpt Ion (11) has not been thoroughly dlscusucd 
In the literature and the effects of departure fron It 
are difficult to evaluate.  By making raca sur erne n t s 
at reduced pressures, heat loan en by convection can be 
reduced.  Heat losses by radiation are not significant 
at low temperatures, but may become important at 
elevated temperatures.  Corrections for radiative heat 
louses can be made by the method described by Cowan'-'. 
Heat losses by conduction cause more problems.  Since 
the sample must be in contact with the support system, 
the sample support can act as a heat sink.  When heat 
loss by conduction occurs through sample supports on 
the sides of the sample, radial flow can occur, violat- 
ing assumption (iii). 
Branscomb and Hunter''1 discuss ways of minimizing 
conductive heat losses.  They state that these losses 
can be reduced by supporting the sample on a small 
area, as well as allowing only very light contact (high 
thermal resistance) between the circumference of the 
sample and the support system.  When these conditions 
are met the conductive heat losses and radial heat 
flow should be negligible due to the short tines in- 
volved in performing a measurement. 
11 
Whether these assumptions have been satisfied can 
be qualitatively verified by comparing the experiment- 
al record of the roar face temperature transient of 
the sample with a plot of V vs.  -> fron equation (•) n * 
given by Parker, ct a 1   . 
Kcrrink^a't> studied the treatment of hctcroRonoun 
materials as horaogenour, for the purposes of thermal 
dlffuslvlty neaourcBcntn.  He considers the problem 
theoretically fron the viewpoint of the thermal wave- 
length of the temperature pulnc and develops a 
criterion for determining the minimum sample thickness 
to satisfy the requirement of homogeneity. 
The inequality lie derives is: 
d(f)-1/3<l/H,    CO 
where d- representative particle diameter,   f~ 
volume fraction of the particulate phase,   1- sample 
thickness, and M Is an adjustable parameter.  Kerrisk 
claims 100<M<1000 as reasonable.   A value of 100 for M, 
with f■0.1, and 1 - 4 m m lead to an upper limit for part- 
icle size of 19,im. 
Lee and Taylor'" in a later exper locntal study of 
the thermal dlffuslvlty of dispersed ronposites found 
Kerrisk's homogeneity criterion to be overly restrict- 
ive.   They obtained experimental values for the ther- 
mal dlffuslvlty of copper spheres in a solder matrix 
with volume fractions from 0.01 to 0.3, sample 
12 
tlilckncfin of 3 to 6 nn. and particle slzen of 400 
to 12 0 0 ;J n.   These values agreed with calculated valucn 
to within 5 * .  T li c •) i: r c r. u 1 t a   show that Kerrink'n a s - 
nuraptlonn an to reanonable valucn for M need further 
study, e.specially in a wider range of materials, Much 
a a   cerara lcs. 
13 
III. Experimental Procedures 
Haccrinl 
The material investiRatcd In this study In a   con- 
nerclal product3.   It 1B stated to be n nil Icon carbide 
refractory with silicon oxynitride no the major com- 
ponent of the bond phase.  Table I gives a typical 
chemical analysis of the refractory.  The samples ex- 
amined after service were used as the inner wall of a 
vertical zinc retort at the New Jersey Zinc Company's 
Palmcrton, Va.    plant for three years of continuous 
service.   Specimen!! were taken from the inside surface 
(that surface which wan exposed to the zinc ore/coke 
charge), this surface is subjected to continuous eros- 
ive wear by the charge so that new material is contin- 
uously being exposed, the middle portion of the wall, 
and the outside surface (that exposed to the heating 
space), as well an    In the 'as-received' condition. 
The 'as-received' sampleB are designated NA, the samples 
subjected to three years service will be designated 
NG, followed by an "I" for the Inside surface samples, 
an "M" for the tulddle portion samples, and an "0" for 
samples from the outside surface. 
Characterization 
1. X-ray Diffraction 
Standard x-ray powder diffractometry techniques 
and equipment were utilized to identify the 
a
 CN-163, The Norton Company, Worcheater, Ma. 01606 
14 
TABLE I 
Chemical Composition and Properties 
of ' As-recc1ved' Saraplen* 
Typical Chemical Analysis (Z by weight) 
Silicon 67.3 
Carbon 26.7 
Nitrogen 3.6 
Oxygen 1 . U 
Other m c t a 1 a 1.0 
Bulk Density ( g / c ra 3 ) : 
Apparent Porosity (% ) : 
Thermal Conductivity (W/m-K): 
2.60 
1 5 
9.61 
*Norton Product Information S-P-C-BD3, July 1974 
15 
crystalline phnscn present  In cnrli sample. 
The nnnplcs were crushed to-325 nesh and screened 
onto a glass nllde.  The slides were than mounted 
in a Sleracn'n diffract oncter .  The difrnctometer 
was operated at a scan npced of 1° 2 0 per talnutc 
using nickel filtered, Cu Ka radiation. 
2. Thermal Expansion 
Linear thermal expansion curves were obtained for 
each sample over the temperature range from room 
temperature to 1AO0K using an automatic recording 
d 1 la tometerc.  Samples were in the form of rect- 
angular bars measuring 5.08 + 0.05 cm long.  These 
nampler> were heated at the rate of 3K per minute 
then allowed to furnace cool.  To prevent oxidation 
of the brick to form a glassy phase, the expansion 
measurements were made with sample contained in an 
argon ambient.  Percent linear expansion was plot- 
ted versus temperature and mean thermal expansion 
coof f Iclt'nts were calculated by dividing the per- 
cent expansion by the change in temperature. 
3. Scanning Electron Microscopy 
Representative samples were fractured and the 
fracture surfaces were coated with carbon.  The 
samples were observed using an ETEC scanning 
electron microscope" at several magnifications. 
b
 Chrystal loflex IV, Sienen's America, Inc.. New York. 
N. Y. 10001 
c
 Orton Automatic Recording Dilatometer, The Edward 
Orton, Jr. Ceramic Foundation, Columbus, Oh. 43201 
d
 Autoscan U-l. FTEC Corp., Wayward, Ca.  94545 
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4. Optical Microscopy and Grain Size Distribution 
Analysis 
Samples were vacuum Impregnated with cpoxy, rough 
ground on a diamond grinding wheel, then polished 
using diamond paste with grit sizes of 15, 6 and 
Inra.  The polished samples were examined using 
a reflected light microscope0. 
Grain 3 i z e distribution analysis von performed 
using an image analyzer  attached to the micro- 
scope and interfaced to a progrnmablc calculator" 
which did the on-line statistical analysis. 
Thermal DiffuBivity versus Temperature 
Thermal dlffusivities were measured by the laser- 
flash technique.   Discs, 0.3 cm thick and 1.27 cm in 
diameter, were held in a graphite specimen holder in 
a vertical tube, graphite resistance, nitrogen atmos- 
phere furnace".  Thermal dlffusivity was measured uBing 
a 1.06^0 Nd-glaas rod laser  as the transient heat 
source, and monitoring the temperature response of the 
rear face by means of an IR detector^ connected through 
a bias circuit to an oscilloscope  equipped with signal 
storage.  The senaitivlty of the IR detector was such 
that measurements could be obtained only at specimen 
e
 Axional, Carl Zeiss, Inc., New York, N. Y. 10018 
f
 nMC, Millipore Corp., Bedford, Ha.  01730 
8
 600-14, Wang Laboratories, Inc., Tewksbury, Ma. 01876 
h
 1000A, Astro Industries, Santa Barbara, Ca. 93101 
1
 K-l, Korad Co., Santa Monica, Ca.  90406 
J IT-7, Barnes Engineering Co., Stamford, Co.  06902 
k
 1201A, Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, Ca.   94304 
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temperatures above 600K.   Since the nervlcc temper- 
aturc for the brlckfl in 1700K, measurements were made 
up to thin temperature.  The ntabicnt tenpernture of 
the specimen van changed by adjusting the temperature 
of the carbon resistance furnace.   Further details of 
the apparatus are given in Appendix A and B. 
18 
IV. Rcsultn 
Characterization 
1 . X-ray Diffraction 
The results of the powder diffraction anal yn In are 
given In Table II.  These results show that the matrix 
of NA 13 composed of a mixture of a-and fl-SijN^ 
with none SI2S2O present.   In all three NC samples! 
the matrix appears to be primarily composed of SliNiO 
with Home a-and B - S i , N , .  The silicon carbide is an 
a 1p h a polytvpr designated 6 H . 
2. Thermal Expansion 
Figures 1 through 4 show the thermal expansion 
curves measured for each of the samples; the calcul- 
ated mean linear thermal expansion coefficients are 
given In Table III.  The coefficients of the N G 
samples are 10 to 15Z lower than the coefficient of 
the N A sample. 
3. Scanning Electron Microscopy 
Scanning electron photomicrographs of fracture 
surfaces of the four samples are shown in Figures 5 
through 12.   Figures 5 and 6 show the multiphase 
nature of the bonding matrix in sample NA.  The large 
smooth features can be identified as silicon carbide 
grains due to their size and me tall it appearance to 
the naked eye.  The needle-like particles can be 
identified as S i -, N , as discussed by Forge ng and 
19 
d (nn) 
TABLE II 
X-ray Diffraction Results 
Relative Intensities ( X I/ I 0) 
NA   NG-I NG-H NG-0 
Observed Intensities 
■SIC a-Si-jN^ 6-SijN,, S i2N20 
JCPDS Standard Intensities 
4 68 4 13 39 37 
4 4 A 5 18 79 61 
336 6 28 99 85 
331 2 3 8 5 
274 5 16 12 
267 9 6 22 9 
262 20 16 82 41 40 
260 10 36 24 
255 28 10 19 
251 100 100 100 100 100 
242 9 31 22 
238 10 31 20 
235 29 29 54 29 20 
229 20 9 
21 7 12 11 25 10 10 
1 68 3 5 10 7 
160 3 4 14 9 
1 54 17 21 61 31 35 
147 5 7 5 
142 4 7 25 9 15 
131 19 1 5 43 20 40 
129 2 4 10 9 15 
126 4 3 16 7 7 
75 
100 
35 
85 
100 
100 
80 
100 
100 
30 
50 
80 
80 
50 
35 50 
50 
20 50 
50 
17 50 
85 
85 50 
a-SIC - JCPDS(22-1273), a-Si3N< - JCPDS(9-250) 
B-Si3N4 - JCPDS(9-259), Si2N,0 - JCPDS(18-1171) 
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TABLE    III 
Calculated    Mean   Linear    Thermal    Expansion    Coefficient* 
(300K    to    1400K) 
NA 
6/v 
N G - I NC-M 
5.82xlO_t3/K 5.14xlO~°/K 5.UxlO-b/K 5.14xlO-h/K 
NG-0 
\-b, 
TABLE IV 
Calculated Average Grain Siren 
NA NG-I NC-M NC-0 
Average Grain Size (urn)  41.6    42.9    41.0     38.7 
Standard Deviation        36.9     37.8     37.0    35.7 
FIGURE 5. Scanning Electron Photomicrograph of 
Sample NA.  Magnification 800X. 
26 
FIGURE 6. Scanning Electron Photomicrograph of 
Sample NA.  Magnification 1900X. 
27 
FIGURE 7. Scanning Electron Photomicrograph of 
Sample NG-I.  Magnification 720X. 
28 
FIGURE 8. Scanning Electron Photomicrograph of 
Sample NG-I.  Magnification 3400X. 
29 
FIGURE 9. Scanning Electron Photomicrograph of 
NG-M.  Magnification 800X. 
30 
FIGURE 10. Scanning Electron Photomicrograph of 
Sample NG-M.  Magnification 4000X. 
31 
FIGURE 11. Scanning Electron Photomicrograph of 
Sample NG-O.  Magnification 800X. 
32 
FIGURE 12. Scanning Electron Photomicrograph of 
Sample NG-O.  Magnification 4000X. 
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17 1 fl Decker   and Jones, Pltnan and Lindley'.  The 
smoother, more granular phase In S 1 ,S,0.  The matrix 
of the NG samples. Figures 7 through 12, appears to be 
single phase an can be seen by the absence of needle- 
like particlen. 
4. Optical Microscopy and Crain Size Distribution 
Analysis 
Figures 13 through 16 are optical photomicrographs 
of polished sections of the four samples.  The light 
gray features arc silicon carbide grains.  The darker 
mottled gray areas are pores and the darkest areas 
are the bonding matrix.  The amount of pore area 
visible in sample NA is much greater than in any of 
the NG samples.  The wide range of grain sizes appar- 
ent in these micrographs is confirmed by Figures 17 
through 20 which show the results of silicon carbide 
grain size distribution analysis.  The calculated 
average grain sizes and standard deviations are given 
in Table IV.  The grain size distributions are all 
quite comparable.  The average grain size of sample 
NC-I is slightly higher than that of sample NA. 
Sample NG-M has approximately the same average grain 
size than sample NA. Sample N C - 0 has a lower average 
grain size than Sample NA.  Some unrearred silicon was 
observed in rhe 'as-received* sample. 
34 
FIGURE 13 Optical Photomicrograph of Sample NA 
Magnification 50X. 
35 
FIGURE 14. Optical Photomicrograph of Sample NG-I 
Magnification 50X. 
36 
FIGURE 15 Optical Photomicrograph of Sample NG-M 
Magnification 50X. 
37 
FIGURE 16. Optical Photomicrograph of Sample NG-0< 
Magnification 50X. 
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The thcrra.il <1 1 f I u a I v 1 t 1 e a    of nil  four an tapir A. 
Figures -?1 through 2 U ,    show a dcrrrnsf of a p p r ox 1 T.I t <• - 
ly rjf)7. on heating from 600 to 1700K.   Tin- NA nanph' 
has a ilicrnal diffusivlty a p p r o x 1 n a t e 1 y 20 to 3 01 
lower than the N<. samples acrons the entire tenpern- 
turc range.   The exception to thin Is a    sample taken 
from the Immediate outside surface which has n thermal 
diffusivlty comparable to NA .   (Curve B In Figure 2U). 
U !i i n g K e r r 1 s k ' a '* a • " homogeneity criterion, equation 
(U) , with d a s t h e aver a g e grain size, approximately 
■»0 ii in , f as 0.8,  the assumed volume fraction of the 
silicon curhldc grain s , a nil 1 as 0.3 cm, t h e a a ra p 1 e 
thickness leads to a value of 70 or less for M in order 
to satisfy the inequality of equation (4).  Thermal 
diffusivlty values calculated using equation (1) and 
properties listed in Table I yield results which con- 
pare within 10" of measured values at  13 00K. 
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V. Din cusnlon 
The bonding matrix of the ' a n - r e c e 1 v c d ' brick is a 
nulti-phar.e mixture of u- and B-Si-jN^, with S^N'T0- 
Thin In confirmed by the x-ray powder diffraction 
analysis and scanning electron photon 1 crographn.  The 
scanning electron photon 1 crographn seen to indicate a 
larger amount of S i 2 N 2 0 in the NA sample than the x-ray 
data would suggest.  Thin could indicate that the 
Si2N2<3 is poorly crystallized in the 'as-received' 
brick.  Both the x-ray results and the scanning elect- 
ron photomicrograph;) confirm that the NG sampled have 
a predominantly single phase matrix composed of S12N20. 
The stability of the silicon carbide grain in the 
severe environment of the zinc retort in shown by the 
small changes in grain size distribution.  The slight 
increase in the average grain size of the inside sur- 
face sample, NC-I, as compared to the NA sample could 
result from the corrosion and erosion to which the in- 
side surface of the bricks is subjected by the moving 
zinc ore/coke briquets.  This corrosion and erosion 
results in a decrease in wall thickness of approximat- 
ely 2.5 cm in three years of service.  There is no 
observed zinc penetration of the brick.  This would 
indicate an erosive type of action occurring at the 
inside surface of the brick.  The smaller aired grains 
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would be pulled out or worn away at a aorc rapid rule 
than the large crainK.   This would result  In an lu- 
cre a a e In the aver a g e grain nlzc a •• unn uhnrrvod .   The 
negligible amount of change in the average grain » i z e 
and distribution of grain sizes of the middle portion 
u ample, NG-M, a s compared to the NA sample SIIOVH the 
excellent high temperature stability of the nillcon 
carbide grains.  The due re a tie in the average grain 
size and change* in the grain distribution of the out- 
side surface sample, NG-O, as compared to the NA sample 
is difficult to explain.  It could be a consequence of 
fragmentation of some of the grains due to thermal 
shock effects on retort shutdown or evidence of attack 
on the grains by a glass-like slag which coats the 
outside surface of these bricks after three years 
service.  Figure 2b shows this slag coating which can 
be seen to pen it rate the brick itself.  Neither hypo- 
thesis can be unequivocally confirmed on the basis of 
available data. 
The increase in thermal diffuslvity observed in the 
NO samples could be the result of improved crystal- 
linity of the S12.N20 portion of the bonding matrix as 
ui'll as the decrease in apparent porosity evidenced by 
the optical photomicrographs.  This decrease in poro- 
sity nay be the result of compression of the b r 1 e k s due 
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FIGURE 25 Optical Photomicrograph of Outer 
Surface of Refractory.  Micrograph 
shows the glassy slag which coats 
the outer surface of brick as can be 
seen also penetrates the brick itself 
Magnification 5OX.  Glassy slag in in 
lower portion of micrograph. 
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to the restraint laposcd on the thernnl expansion of 
the wall by the end walls of the retort.   The lower 
thernnl diffuslvity of  the immediate outside face 
sample can be explained In terms of the penetration 
of the glass-like slag as shown in Figure 25. 
The decrease in the thermal expansion coefficient 
exhibited by the N'G sampler, probably is also the re- 
sult of the higher degree of cryatallinlty of the 
Si2N2° portion of the bonding matrix of the brick. 
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VI. Summary and Conclusions 
Tin- bonding nntrlx of thin brick changes from an 
initially milt l-phasc mixture of silicon nitride and 
poorly crystallized silicon oxynitrlde to a predomin- 
antly single-phase matrix composed of well crystal 1 Uod 
silicon oxynitrlde.  This transformation is thought to 
occur by oxidation of the silicon nitride to form 
silicon oxynitrlde and silicon monoxide (as observed 
by Guzman, et al ) and the further crystallization of 
the silicon oxynitrlde already present in the matrix. 
The .silicon monoxide which forms is believed to form 
the basis of the glassy slag which contu the outside 
surface of the bricks. 
The apparent porosity in a decreased considerably 
over three years of service.  This is believed to be 
the result of compressive forces developed throughout 
the entire wall as a result of constrained thermal ex- 
pansion of the material.  The silicon carbide grains 
are very stable in this environment.  Only slight 
changes in the grain size distribution are observed. 
The increase in the average grain size of the inside 
surface sample is believed due to the erosive wear 
of that surface by the zinc ore/coke charge.  The de- 
crease in the average grain size of the outside surface 
sample is thought to result from thermal shock effects 
or si ag attack. 
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The decrease In the linear thermal expann Ion co- 
efficient and increase In the thermal d i f f u :i 1 v 1 t y are 
both thought to result from the improved cryntal Unity 
of the S i 9 N 2 O portion of the bonding matrix.  The de- 
crease In apparent porosity also contributes to the 
Increase in the thermal diffuolvlty. 
In conclusion a definite correlation was observed 
between changes in the m1crostructure and changes in 
the thermal properties of this bonded silicon carbide 
refractory body. 
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Appendix A 
Expcrincnl.il Configuration and A 1 1 1 g n n e n t 
Figure Al shown a sichciaatlc JUnr.in of the apparatun. 
The systcn is set up on three levels.  A H e - N e ,il i(;nacnt 
laser'1, t h e N d - g 1 a s s pulse laser, and three front ;i u r f a c c 
mirrors are attached to an aluminum plate to forn tin- 
top level.  The infra-red detector and a fourth front 
surface mirror are attached to an aluminum plate to form 
the bottom level.  The graphite resistance furnace con- 
prises the middle level.  The two aluminum plates and the 
furnace are mounted on the furnace support column and 
braced by an external support. 
The furnace and detector should be lisol a ted as much 
as possible from mechanical vibrations and strong electric 
fields.   Both of tiiese tend to increase the noise level 
of the si g n a 1 as observed on the oscilloscope making 
measurements more uncertain.  An example of the appear- 
ance of an experimental trace with sample calculations 
is given In reference 1h , Figure 3. 
The system Is aligned  by initially using the Ho-No 
laser with no sample in the furnace.  Front surface 
mirrors one and two are adjusted so that the bean from 
the He-Ne laser travels down the axis of the Nd-glass 
laser rod.  Mirror three is then positioned so that tin- 
beam travels down the axis of the furnace.  That completes 
JEdriuud Scientific Co., Barrington, N . J. 08007 
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Hf-S"c Alllgnncnt .Kfldcr 
All ignncnt Laser Braapath •* t 
l«Nd-Gln»« Pulnc Laser 
Pulac Laser Bearopath ■* j" 
4*U 
Furnace -* 
Sample 
Oscilloscope   Infra-red  f f 6  Infra-red Detector 
Bearapatli ■*■' 
^----.■-d 
Bias Box 
1,2,3,4: Front Surface Mirrors 
5,6: Fused Silica Windows 
FIGURE Al. Schematic Diagram of Experimental 
Apparatus. 
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the rough al Hcnni'iit o f the fiyuteia.  Test Rhotn are then 
fired with the N d - g I a ss laser u-ilnR unvxpoocil Polaroid 
type filn in the position of the sanplc  Final adjust- 
ment of nlrror three is ncconpHnticd hy observing the 
burn pattern produced on the filn.   A sample i s then 
placed in the furnace and the furnace is rained to a temp- 
erature of approximately l 0 0 0 K no that the sample In 
visible through the lower fused s Il i< -a window.  Mirror 
four is then adjusted for peak detector response and the 
d t'tec tor is focused on the sample.   This completes 
a l i K n m e n t  of t h e system. 
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Appendix B 
Thermocouple Hi'.ir.urcncnt Technique am! S y a t c n Sensitivity 
Due to the spectral nennit Ivlty of the Infra-red detect- 
or nensurcaents ualnR that aothod of following the temper- 
ntiire transient on the rear face of the s/inplc Is limited 
to temperatures gieator than approximately 6 0 0 K.  An al- 
ternate method of following the temperature transient In 
using a differential thermocouple attached to the hack of 
the sample.  To accomplish this a thermocouple port Is In- 
serted in place of the lower fur. ed silica window and a 
Chromel-Alumel differential thermocouple l/i Inserted Into 
the furnace.  One bead of the thermocouple Is attached to 
n 
the back of the sample using a silicate-porcelain cement 
The thermocouple lead:; were connected to a millivolt ampli- 
fier  which In turn was connected to the oscilloscope. 
When data obtained using the thermocouple technique' 
was compared with that obtained using the Infra-red 
detector technique a discrepancy was found to exist. 
Figures 15 1 and li 2 show the results of comparative measure- 
ments on two different samples.   Figure Bl shows the re- 
sults for a sample of 102 3 steel.  Curve 1 was meaHUred 
using the infra-red detector.  Curves 2 and 3 were meas- 
ured using a differential thermocouple.  For Curve 2, 
the thermocouple was cemented to the back of the sample. 
a0mega CC High Temperature Cement, Omega Engineering, Inc. 
Stamford, Ct.  06907 
b0mni-Amp II, Omega Engineering, Inc., Stanford, Ct. 06907 
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Curve 3 wnn generated with the two thermocouple lends 
npot welded to the pack of the sample.   By comparing Che 
three curves one can observe two things.  First, that 
Curven 1 and 3 agree quite well.   Thin would Imply that 
they are correct.  The second thing one can observe is 
that the only difference In the experimental parameters* 
between Curves 2 and 3 1B the means by which the thermo- 
couple In attached to the sample.  This would Indicate 
that the contact between the thermocouple and the sample 
In not adequate for Curve 2. 
Figure B2 shown the results for a sample of (MnZn)Fc204, 
Curve 1 was measured using the Infra-red detector.  Curves 
2 and 3 were measured using a differential thermocouple. 
The thermocouple for Curve 3 was attached with silver 
paste between the thermocouple head and the sample and 
then cemented.  No silver paste was used for Curve 2. 
The sliver contact for Curve 3 was sintered for two IIOUTB 
at 1000K before measurements were performed.  Again the 
measurement performed with Just the thermocouple cemented 
to the sample, Curve 2, yield lower values of thermal 
diffusivlty than Curves 1 and 3.  Curve 3 shows the Ira- 
proved accuracy of the thermocouple technique when a 
sintered silver contact is used.  Another factor to 
consider is the gauge of the thermocouple wire.  If too 
heavy a gauge of wire is used, the thermocouple can act 
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an a hc.it sink and dccrpftsc the valued nriuurrd.   Thought 
f u 1 caution nu.it be employed whenever a thcrnocouple 
measurement technique Is used. 
Figures Bl and B2 also show the lensitlvity of the 
techniques of thermal diffunlvlty measurement to chanRCB 
occurring within a material.   In figure Bl the effect of 
the (I-Y phase transition on the thermal diffuslvity of 
the steel s am p1c is nhown.  Parker, e t a 1 , also observ- 
ed thin.   In figure B2 the effect of passing through 
the Curie temperature of the ferrlte can be seen.   In 
both canes the distortion of the structure caused by the 
transition results in a decrease in the thermal diffu- 
slvity across a narrow temperature range. 
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Appendix G 
Data Iron Grain Size Distribution Analysis 
Tables CI through CIV RIVC the data acquired in the 
grain size distribution analyn 1B.   The nnnlynln was 
performed using an OVLTBIZC count technique.   In the 
tables the symbol M denotes the size of grain which those 
counted arc greater than.   The synbol C denotes the num- 
ber of particles counted in that size category.  The 
symbol K denotes the percentage of the total that the 
nunbt'r C represents. 
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TABLE CI 
Grain Size Distribution Analynin Data for Sample N'A 
M(ura) 10   30   30   70   90   110   125   150  175 200 
C(0)    5242 2744 1688 1191 936   729   601   461  387 309 
K(X)    100. 52.3 32.2 22.7 17.9  13.9  11.5  8.8  7.4  5.9 
TABLE CII 
Grain Size Distribution Analysis} Data for Saoplc N C - I 
M(wra) 10 30 50 70 90 110 125 150 175 200 
C(#) 3820 2164 1400 1017 750 610 532 411 323 260 
K(X)       100. 56.6 36.6 26.6 19.6 16.0  13.9  10.8  8.5  6.8 
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TABLE CIII 
Grain Size Distribution Analysis Datn for Snnplc NG-M 
M(vira) 10 30 50 70 90 110 125 150 175 200 
C()J) 5020 2557 1648 1172 919 701 610 4 8 1 364 316 
K(X)  100. 50.9 32.8 23.3 18.3 14.0  12.2   9.6  7.3  6.3 
TABLE CIV 
Grnin Size Distribution Analysis Datn for Sample NG-0 
M(um)  10   30   50   70   90   110   125 150  175  200 
C(H)       3720 1622 1074 759  603   478   406 314  264  218 
K(t)  100. 4 3.6 28.9 20.4 16.2 12.8  10.9 8.4  7.1  5.9 
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